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Executive Summary
The present document describes the development of a low-fidelity prototype for a self-sufficient
bee monitoring system, the SAMS HIVE (WP3.4). The main function is the recording of acoustic
signals in a beehive. The low-fidelity self-sufficient prototype is developed for further expansions
(e.g. internet database, decision-support system (DSS), and advisory support system (ASS). It can
provide in-depth insights into the condition and behavior of honeybee colonies. The prototype was
tested successfully in a field trial to predict swarming behavior based on acoustic recordings.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

The SAMS project

SAMS is a three year project supported by the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and
innovation program with a budget of around 1.99 Mio EUR. The project with the focus on Smart
Apiculture Management Services started in January 2018 and is implemented by the Deutsche
Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH in collaboration with 7 partners from
Germany, Latvia, Austria, Ethiopia and Indonesia.
Bees play a key role in the preservation of our ecosystem, the global fight against hunger as well as
in ensuring our existence. They have high potentials to foster sustainable development in different
sectors but they are often used inefficient. In the context of the SAMS consortium, this effects the
partner countries in different ways:
Three continents - three scenarios
(1) In Europe, consumption and trading of honey products are increasing whereas the production
is stagnating. Beside honey-production, pollination services are less developed. Nevertheless,
within the EU 35% of human food consumption depend directly or indirectly on pollination
activities.
(2) In Ethiopia, beekeepers have a limited access to modern beehive equipment and bee
management systems. Due to these constraints, the apicultural sector is far behind his potential.
(3) The apiculture sector in Indonesia is developing slowly and beekeeping is not a priority in the
governmental program. These aspects lead to a weak beekeeper rate, a low rate of professional
processing, support and marketing and a lack of professional interconnection with bee products
processing companies.
Therefor the overall objective of SAMS is to strengthen international cooperation of the EU with
developing countries in ICT, concentrating on the field of sustainable agriculture as a vehicle for
rural areas. The SAMS Project aims to develop and refine an open source remote sensing
technology and user interaction interface to support small-hold beekeepers in managing and
monitoring the health and productivity in their own bee colonies. Highlighted will be especially the
production of bee products and the strengthening of resilience to environmental factors.

Specific objectives to achieve the aim:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Addressing requirements of communities and stakeholder
Adapted monitoring and support technology
Bee related partnership and cooperation
International and interregional knowledge and technology transfer
Training and behavioral
Implementation SAMS Business cooperation

Based on the User Centered Design the core activities of SAMS include the development of
marketable SAMS Business Services, the adaption of a hive monitoring system for local needs and
usability as well as the adaption of a Decision Support System (DSS) based on an open source
system. As a key factor of success SAMS uses a multi stakeholder approach on an international and
8

national level to foster the involvement and active participation of beekeepers and all relevant
stakeholders along the whole value chain of bees.
SAMS enhances international cooperation of ICT and sustainable agriculture between EU and
developing countries in pursuit of the EU commitment to the UN Sustainable Development Goal
(SDG N°2) “End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable
agriculture”. SAMS increases production of bee products, creates jobs (particularly youths/
women), triggers investments and establishes knowledge exchange through networks. SAMS
results are of major interest for stakeholders along the whole value chain of honey production. In
the long-term, it will have a positive effect on the local engineering capacity and innovation
potential. By cooperation with other networks, SAMS technology will be promoted worldwide to
beekeepers as well as data beneficiaries. Of course, this inter-sectoral and intercontinental
cooperation aims to research causes and find solutions to fight the worldwide trend of decreasing
bee population.

1.2

Scope of the task/deliverable

A first low-fidelity prototype was developed for the SAMS HIVE monitoring system. The present
deliverable represents the results of the development process. Based on the findings of the User
Centered Design prototyping in task 2.1c, technological goals were formulated to adapt the system
in an iterative process to the user needs and requirements at different levels. A development plan
was drawn up and the iterative steps explained. Social and gender issues were included in this
process. The results of the technical development are shown in detail, the component composition
is explained and future adaptation processes are shown.
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2.

Development

2.1

Background

Honey bees are considered to be one of the most important domesticated livestock animals.
Through their pollination activity, they contribute to the biological diversity in our cultural
landscape. In addition, they produce important products such as honey, pollen, wax, and propolis.
In Germany, for example, about 85% of the agricultural yields in plant and fruit cultivation depend
on the pollination of honey bees (DIB, 2018).
However, the future of the honey bee (Apis mellifera) is endangered. Multifactorial causes lead to
a continuous decline of pollinator insects worldwide (Potts et al., 2010). This also includes the honey
bee. Among the most influential causes are the decline of their food basis due to the intensification
of agriculture and land use, as well as the infestation of diseases such as varoose (Potts et al., 2016).
The profitability of beekeeping depends not only on the food supply from flowers in the landscape
or health condition, but also on the swarming behavior of the honey bee (Ferrari et al., 2008). An
uncontrolled swarming can reduce yield and the swarming bee colony their lives. Additionally, the
swarming period mostly overlaps with the main growing season. According to Tautz (2007), the
natural wintering refuges for honey bee colonies in Germany are insufficient due to commercial
forests (Knauss, 2007). We find similar conditions globally.
Swarming can be weakened or prevented by breeding activities or certain interventions by the
beekeeper. Bee colonies are usually monitored every 10 days during the swarming period for queen
cells removal. Furthermore, it is common practice to divide bee colonies before swarming, in order
to regulate the size of the colony. Breeders' low swarming populations usually do not swarm
annually, so that an early prediction would make sense not least for economic reasons. Every
intervention means a disturbance and thus stress for the bee colony. Interventions should therefore
take place as rarely as possible. (Liebig, 2011)
One way of dealing with these problems is the use of precision farming. This makes it possible to
monitor various processes in bee colonies and use them to predict risks. The beekeeper and the
scientific community can thus be provided with information that facilitates the assessment of the
necessity of certain work on bee colonies in order to aid long-term survival of bee colonies and the
conservation of the species. Therefore, the acoustic monitoring of bee colonies is an essential part
of our research to develop the SAMS HIVE system.

2.2

Acoustics of bee colonies

Communication in bee colonies takes place via chemical, tactile and acoustic stimulation (Butler,
1985). Zacepins et al. (2016) were able to identify significant background noises in a colony during
one day as shown in Figure 1. On the one hand, there seems to be a so-called basic humming, which
is in a frequency range around 100 - 150 Hz. On the other hand, according to Zacepins et al. (2016),
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the peak between 200 Hz and 250 Hz is interpreted as a noise caused by the wing beat frequency
of bees.

Figure 1: Audio monitoring in a bee colony. Frequency (kHz) on the x-axis sound level (dB) on the y-axis and
time (s) on the z-axis (Zacepins, 2016)

About an hour before a swarm leaves the hive, certain workers begin to emit short whistling tones,
which, according to Seeley and Tautz (2001), cause other bees to prepare for departure by warming
up their flight muscles. The tone rises from a frequency of 100-200 Hz to about 200-250 Hz and lasts
for about one second (Seeley and Tautz, 2001). According to Esch (1967), shortly before take-off a
so-called buzz runners announce the time for take-off. Wing movements are generated with a
frequency of 180 to 250 Hz and a continuous noise is triggered by contact with other bees, which
rises from 200 Hz to 500 Hz. In addition to the continuous noise, frequencies between 4000 Hz and
5000 Hz can be measured.

2.2

Technological targets

The objective is based on the first results of the User Research Process (WP2.1c) with regard to
social and gender issues as well as own technology-specific research. The objective for the SAMS
HIVE lo-fi prototype is the development of a self-sufficient bee monitoring system for the recording
of acoustic signals in the beehive independent of the power grid. It should provide fundamental
knowledge for the further development of a monitoring system that can be used for the prediction
of swarming behavior. In addition, the system should be able to be extended by various sensor
options. The development should be based on the following criteria:
- Power grid independent, for location-independent installation
- Cost-effective, in order to enable smaller beekeepers to obtain financing as well
- To reproduce with simple means in order to be able to reach a broad target group
- Open source, for easy access and further development in the community
11

- Expandable by further measurement parameters (e.g. temperature, weight) to cover a wide range
of sensor options
- Transferable to common hive sizes, for easy installation
- Wireless data transmission, for rapid availability for the end user and researchers
- Low data volume, for fast and cost-effective data transfer
- High stability, enabling low maintenance and long-lasting data collection

2.3

Development plan

For the development of the SAMS HIVE lo-fi prototype, the following iterative development steps
were taken:
- Research of sensor options, component configuration and autonomous power supply
- Component selection and construction of various prototypes
- Programming the Single-Board-Computer
- Application test of the energy system
- Application test of the monitoring system
- Evaluation of the prototype for further development
- Definition of further development requirements
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3.

SAMS HIVE low-fidelity prototype

3.1

Components

3.1.1 Case
A Dadant honey chamber forms the basic frame that can be placed on the brood chamber to attach
the components: Single-Board-Computer (SBC), photovoltaic module, charge controller, battery as
well as temperature control and fan (see Figure 2). The total weight is about 14 kg.

Figure 2: Dadant honey space frame as housing with components: Photovoltaic module (black), charge
controller (light blue), temperature control (violet), fan (blue), battery (red), 12V-5V
adapter (yellow), SBC (green) (Own illustration)

The basic frame as central component for the attachment of the components of the photovoltaic
system as well as the SBC was selected under consideration of the objective. It consists of a honey
chamber, an inner cover and outer cover made of thin multiplex, as well as an insulating foil to
protect the electronic components from overheating. The hive size here is the so called "Dadant
modified" which corresponds to the SAMS modern hive (WP 3.1). Figure 3 shows the components
of the base frame. Construction instructions can be found in Appendix I. The installation takes place
by putting it on the brood chamber or by using further honey chambers, on the uppermost frame.
Between base frame and bee hive, a thin foil
should be inserted in order to avoid damage of the
components by bees. The weather resistance is
given with appropriate processing of the
materials. Care must be taken to ensure that the
wood joints are sealed.
Figure 3: Components of the basic framework (Own
illustration)
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3.1.2 Solar power system
A polycrystalline photovoltaic module with a system voltage of 12 V (Vmp 17 V) DC of the type Sun
Plus 20 from PHAESUN was selected as the solar generator. To protect the battery from
overcharging, a pulse-width modulated shunt controller of type Conrad 18310 with depth discharge
protection was selected. This is suitable for a system voltage of 12 V/24 V and a maximum module
current of 6 A. Matching two 12 V lead batteries with a capacity of 9 Ah each.

3.1.3 Ventilation system
For adequate ventilation, a HTCHER W1209 temperature controller was installed in combination
with two Noiseblocker ultraquiet XS2 housing fans. This circulates a constant volumetric flow of
15.1 m³/h. The fan is mounted on a housing and is equipped with a noise blocker ultraquiet XS2.

3.1.4 Single-Board Computer
According to the objectives a Raspberry Pi 3 (RPi – see Fig. 4) was used as Single-Board-Computer
(SBC). The RPi was extended with a Raspberry Pi-Shield-Audio Card sound module from RASP WOLF
AUDIO and a Condenser EM 2.7 U microphone with a sensitivity of -55dB +/- 3dB and an impedance
of 1.5 K ohm +/- 30% in the range from 20Hz to 16 kHz.

Figure 4: SBC Raspberry Pi 3 (left) and sound module RASP
WOLF (right) (Conrad, 2018)

3.2

Programming

For the Raspian Jessie Lite operating system of the SBC Raspberry Pi 3, a script was written which
addresses the sound card and converts the audio signals of the microphone. These signals are
further broken down into their frequency components by means of a Fast Fourier Transformation
(FFT) and written to a text file as numerical values. Using Wi-Fi and a GSM module, the files are
uploaded to a web server and then deleted from the SBC memory.
In case, radio transmission is not possible, the data remains on the device memory until a
connection is established. Conversely, the SBC can also receive updates via the server. This means
that settings, such as the intervals of the data logger, can be changed from any computer with
Internet availability. In addition to the interval sizes for updates and uploads, variables that can be
changed include the recording length of the audio signals and the sampling or sampling rate. The
14

main contents of the Python code can be found in Appendix II or are open-source fully available on
the Internet on the Github developer platform at https://github.com/y0va/hummingpy.
3.3

Acoustic monitoring

For the application test the system was installed on 10 bee colonies of the species Western Honey
Bee (Apis mellifera) and acoustic data were collected (see Fig. 5). The Carinthian bee (Apis mellifera
carnica), which has an increased swarming, was used for the study. Exact dimensions of the bee
hive can be taken from Appendix I. This hive dimension is equivalent to the SAMS modern Hive (see
WP3.1).
Over the period between 17 May and 10 June 2018, around 200 MB of raw data were obtained.
These contain the Fourier-transformed frequency-dependent mean values of the sound pressure
levels within a measuring interval of 5 minutes. For the evaluation, only the data of the swarmed
colonies were considered.

Figure 5: Insulation box with SBC, USB hub, temperature control, fan and mobile WiFi (Own
recording from 17.05.2018)

The classification tree method "Oblique Random Forest" (oRF) was used to test the results of the
acoustic recordings with regard to the predictability of the swarming behavior. It shall be estimated
whether the data could be used for a decision support system (DSS) in the future. For this purpose,
the hourly averages of the three swarmed colonies were used for further analysis using statistical
methods. We used the R Version 3.5.0 (2018-04-23) and R Studio Version 1.1.453 with the packages
"caret" and "obliqueRF". According to Agjee et al. (2018) the oRF algorithm is a tree-based
ensemble classifier similar to the "Random Forest" (RF) but optimized for sensor data.
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3.4

Energy consumption

For the experimental setup (Fig. 6), the developed case with
photovoltaic system consisting of solar module, charge
controller, battery and consumer was used. The charging
Charge controller
current for the battery was measured under different weather
V
engl.
conditions. For this purpose, an ampere meter was connected
between the charge controller and the battery. The values of the
current I [A] were transmitted to the computer by cable and
continuously recorded every second using the VOLTCRAFT VC
870 interface program 4.2.6 software. Furthermore, a long-term
Battery
operation over 14 days was carried out. For evaluation, the
mean charge current was calculated from the collected values.
Figure 6: Experimental setup
The calculation of the charge rate, which is available for the
consisting of case with
battery, is done by the integral of the current over time: 𝑄(𝑡) =
photovoltaic system,
𝑡
∫𝑡0 𝐼(𝑡)𝑑𝑡.
multimeter (A) consumer

+

A

-

3.5

(V) and data logger (own
illustration)

Cost budgeting

For the calculation of the total costs all components are listed in table 1, which were needed for
the construction of the bee monitoring system. Beside the most important specific characteristics
the prices as well as the purchase addresses are contained. The total costs are 362 €. All
components are available online.
Table 1: Cost calculation of the components for a bee monitoring system
It.

Component

1

Solar module

2
3
4

Charge controller
Batteries
USB Adapter 12V – 5V

5
6

12V socket
Fan
Zigarettenanzünder
Temp. controller

7
8
9
10

Single Board Computer
(SBC)
Soundcard
Microphone

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Consumables

Brand, type
Phaesun,
Sun Plus 20
Conrad, 18310
CP1290
Capstone,
63417/63555
NoiseBlocker,
BlackSilent
XS2
HTCHER,
W1209

Decription

Price

Source

12V, 20W

59,99 €

www.conrad.de

12V, 6A
12V, 9Ah
12V zu 5V, 1,2A

33,99 €
77,98 €
8,99 €

www.conrad.de
www.conrad.de
www.conrad.de

12V, 20A, 21mm
50x50 15.1 m³/h

9,50 €
5,45 €

12V, 5A

3,95 €

www.conrad.de
www.reichelt.de
www.roboterbausatz.de

RPF, Raspberry Pi III

5V

39,99 €

www.conrad.de

RASP WOLF AUDIO
Condenser EM-2.7U

26-Pin GPIO
3,5 mm Klinke

32,30 €
9,95 €

www.reichelt.de
www.conrad.de

Cable (2-wire)
Flat receptacle
Acrylic lacquer

Niedervolt 2,1mm,
6,4mm
2m Länge
125ml, wasserfest
Thread M5x15, flat
head 4 St.

Hardware store
Hardware store
Hardware store

M5, 4St.
M5, 4St.
SPAX T10, 3x20,
Senkkopf, 14St.

Hardware store
Hardware store
Hardware store

Screws
Nuts
washers
Screws

16

Hardware store

18

Screws

19

Double-sided
adhesive tape
Klebeband
Velcro strips

20
21
22
23
24

Cable clamps
Shrink tubing
Insulating tape
Aluminum rail
Silicone adhesive
cartridge

25
26
27

SPAX T10, 3x30,
Countersunk head,
10St.

Hardware store

30cm

Hardware store

each 1m m/f
∅4mm, 10St.
∅5mm
1 Rolle
300x20x1mm

Hardware store
Hardware store
Hardware store
Hardware store
Hardware store

Kartusche

Hardware store

Honey chamber

Total consumables
Dadant 10er

51,5x42,5mm

40,00 €
15,00 €

28
29
30

Outside lid
Inner cover
Insulation material

multiplex board
multiplex board
Air chamber foil

51,5x42,5x15mm
48,5x37,2x9mm
48,5x37,2x4mm

10,00 €
10,00 €
5,00 €

31

Gesamtkosten

362,09 €
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www.imkertechnikwagner.de
www.holzkauf24.de
www.holzkauf24.de
www.ratioform.de

4.

Evaluation

4.1

Case

The case (Fig. 7) can be reproduced with simple tools and the installation of the monitoring system
is easy to accomplish by beekeepers. A sensitivity to humidity was not observed also after two
successive rainy days and
persistent damp weather. The
components of the photovoltaic
system can be easily purchased
from online shops, as they are
standard elements from the
electronics sector. The costs of
the photovoltaic system are
around 200 €, which accounts for
the majority of the costs of the
overall system. The size of the
components for the photovoltaic
system and the ventilation are Figure 7: Components of the basic framework (Own illustration)
sufficiently small.

4.2

Acoustic monitoring

According to the results of a field study with honey bee colonies by Zacepins et al. (2016), several
main frequency ranges could also be identified, which are related to the typical basic humming of
a bee colony and the increase and decrease of the wing beat frequencies. The main frequency
ranges there are between 100-150 Hz and 200-250 Hz. In comparison to the results obtained in this
experiment, there is a frequency difference of approx. 25 - 50 Hz. In relation to the results of Seeley
and Tautz (2001), as well as of Eskov (2011), the results are, however, in the same range. It can
therefore already be assumed that the used method is suitable for the recording of bee sounds.
The prediction accuracy of 0.9 indicates a high predictability of the swarming behavior, within the
classification up to 18 hours before the actual swarming. The error rates are at a very low level.
With a sensitivity of 0.97, the hit rate for a "true positive" prediction is very high. In conclusion, it
can be said that the recorded data on the honey bee's swarm prognosis tend to be usable. However,
this must be confirmed in further studies.

4.3

Photovoltaic system

The charge current was higher than the discharge current, which results in a charge of the battery,
despite the operation of the consumers. Even on cloudy rainy days, a positive charge current was
recorded. The weather conditions differed greatly over the 14-day period of continuous operation.
In summary, the test took place within 5 clear days with light clouds, 6 cloudy days and 3 heavily
cloudy to rainy days. The dimensioning took place for the months from April to September and was
based on the minimum global radiation of September of 3 kWh/m², which was taken from the
climate data of the DWD (2018). It was also assumed that the location was not shaded. Here, the
photovoltaic system would have to be adapted to specific locations. Regular checks are also
18

necessary. Nevertheless, energy supply reliability is guaranteed even with 100% shading for at least
3 days.

4.4

Methods

As far as the performance characteristics of the SBC are concerned, these are sufficiently
dimensioned for acoustic recording and analysis using FFT. Should the monitoring system be
extended by further components, the dimensioning of the photovoltaic system for the power
supply would have to be adapted if necessary.
Bencsik et al (2011) attribute dominant frequencies above 500 Hz to harmonics of the resonance
frequencies of hives, which were indirectly excited by honey bee activity. As an alternative to using
a microphone, an acceleration sensor could be used to record vibrations.
Regarding the suitability of prediction modelling, the classification tree method is already
successfully used in remote sensing. Belgiu and Drăguţ (2016) showed in their study on the
classification of hyperspectral data that the classifier is suitable for remote sensing. The method is
able to identify relevant feature subsets even in the presence of a large number of irrelevant
predictors (Gunopulos et al., 2011). For the prediction modelling of spectral data, from the acoustic
investigation of bee colonies for the prediction of swarm behavior, the method could therefore also
be suitable. In order to save energy and data volume, the acoustic recording could probably be
reduced to a few hours a day and the SBC could be set into sleep mode during the rest of the day.
A further development will obtain temperature data of inside and outside temperature as well as
weight data of the bee colony. For example, the Maxim Integrated DS18S20 RPi-compatible sensors
for temperature and BOSCH H30A, in combination with an HX711 A/D converter, could be used for
weight measurement (Conrad, 2018). The possibility of an internet-based data evaluation would
be necessary for the development of a decision support system and for the beekeeping practice.
The results could be presented vividly and used scientifically via database systems.
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5.

Further development

5.1

Development options

Different configurations will be tested for further development.

5.1.1 Option 1
„Scientific setup“

This configuration can receive data such as temperature, weight and acoustic data from the hives
via Wi-Fi, transmitter (type II) and receiver system (type I hub). Data is stored on SD card in case of
wireless malfunction. Accurate time stamps are assigned by real-time clock. Optionally, a weather
station or other sensors such as outside temperature and humidity sensors can be connected to
the hub. This system is ideally suited for scientific purposes.
TYP I:

GSM

- ArduinoNano
SMS

- Real Time Clock (DS3231)
- SDCard Modul
- Temperatur and Humidity OUT
(DHT22)

SERVER
TYP I

DATABASE
SCIENCE

- Wi-Fi/ LoRa/ RF433
- GSM/GPRS/GPS Shield (SIM808) – 4G
- Optional: Weather station

TYP II

TYP II:
- ArduinoNano
- Real Time Clock (DS3231)

Beehive 1

Beehive 2

Beehive …

- SDCard Modul
- Temperatur IN (DS18B20)

Figure 6: Configuration option "Scientific setup" (Own illustration)

- Gewicht (HX711 und H30A)
- Sound Spektrum Analyser (MAX4466)
- Power Timer TPL5110
- Wi-Fi/ LoRa/ RF433
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5.1.2 Option 2
„One for one“
This configuration is comparatively expensive and energy-intensive, but very resistant to errors.
There is a separate monitoring system for each hive.
- ArduinoNano
- Real Time Clock (DS3231)
- SDCard Modul
- Temperatur and Humidity OUT (DHT22)

GSM

TYP 3

- Temperatur IN (DS18B20)
SMS

- Weight (HX711 und H30A)
- Sound Spektrum Analyser (MAX4466)

DATABASE
SCIENCE

SERVER

- Power Timer TPL5110
- GSM/GPRS Shield (SIM800L) – 3G

Figure 7: Configuration option „One for one“ (Own illustration)

5.1.3 Option 3
„One for ten“
Option 3 is cost-effective and uses wired data transfer between sensors on the hives and the hub
to transfer data to the web server. Very energy-efficient but vulnerable to errors.
- ArduinoMega
- Real Time Clock (DS3231)
- SDCard Modul
- 1x Temperature and Humidity OUT (DHT22)
- 10x Temperatur IN (DS18B20)
- 10x Weight (HX711 und H30A)

GSM

TYP
4
Beehives
incl.
1
Sensors 2 3

10

SMS
9

4

7
5 6

8

SERVER

DATABASE
SCIENCE

- (10x) Sound Spektrum Analyser (MAX4466)
- Power Timer TPL5110

Figure 8: Configuration option "One for ten" (Own illustration)

- GSM/GPRS Shield (SIM800L) – 4G
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5.1.4 Option 4
This option shows how an alternative power supply could look like. A hub system connected to the
web server receives data via Wi-Fi from the hives and is powered by a photovoltaic system. The
transmitters on the hives are very energy efficient and run on rechargeable batteries.

Figure 9: Configuration option 4 (Own illustration)

5.2

RFID based Beehive Management

For a secure collection of data by the beekeeper through usual controls at the bee colony an
identification of the respective bee colony could be provided by Radio-frequency identification
(RFID) and Near-field communication (NFC). An app for smartphones, which recognizes the bee
colony via NFC and shows previous activities as well as current tasks. A simple option could be
created within a list to mark certain conditions or behavior of the bee colony as well as activities of
the beekeeper. The data are synchronised afterwards immediately to a data base.
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6.

Conclusions

A lo-fi prototype of a self-sufficient bee monitoring system was developed, which can be used for
the recording of sounds in a beehive and be extended with further sensors for temperature and
weight. Two different application tests for the operation of the lo-fi prototype were carried out.
Basic knowledge for the further development could be gained, in order to extend the system in the
future for the prognosis of the swarming behavior and further measured variables for a decision
support system.
The development was based on a single board computer (SBC) which was used for recording
acoustic signals. For the off-grid power of the SBC, a case was developed and tested. In addition to
the basic components of a photovoltaic system, it contains temperature-controlled ventilation and
can be easily adapted to common hive dimensions. The basic case can be built cost-effectively with
simple tools and can be extended by further sensors, for example for temperature monitoring and
weight data collection.
With regard to the development goals, the results of the application tests showed that the power
supply is sufficiently dimensioned under the defined conditions. For the application test of the SBC
for sound recording, the acoustic signals of ten honey bee colonies were recorded over 25 days
during the swarming period. The results were analysed by a statistical prediction model. It was
possible to identify dominant frequencies that largely coincide with the results of previous studies.
Representative sound changes, such the increase in sound intensity over time, which indicate the
swarm behaviour, could be determined by the prediction model. The prediction modelling resulted
in a high prediction accuracy. This suggests that the applied method can be used for the further
development of the monitoring system.
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1 Overview
Based on the SAMS open source philosophy, we have additionally prepared a blueprint for a beehive that
is widely used in Germany. This plan can soon be downloaded from our project website. The Dadant hive
is based on the Langstroth hive and consists of a bottom board with an entrance for the bees, boxes which
containing frames for brood and honey and covers for weather protection. The box below for the queen
to lay eggs and boxes above to store the honey. This Dadant hive (Fig. 1) uses vertically hanging frames on
which bees build their comb. Between the frames and other parts are specific spaces, called bee space.
The frames hold the honeycomb. The hive is made for ten frames side by side. If less than ten frames are
used in the brood chamber, a partition plate (Fig. 19) is recommended to prevent uncontrolled honeycomb
construction. To define the brood chamber, a grid (Fig. 20) can be used between the brood chamber and
the honey chamber.

I

I

Outside lid

II

Inside lid

III

Honey chamber

IV

Honey frame

V

Brood frame

VI

Brood chamber

VII

Bottom board

VIII

Mite floor

IX

Entrance wedge

II
III
IV
IV
V
VI

VII
VIII
V

IX

Fig. 1
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2 Component dimensions and construction
The figures show the component dimensions as well as sketches for the assembly. The components should
be mounted as shown. To the right of the component dimensions, the number of necessary parts is shown
in brackets. The components are marked with letters for easy identification. The screw connections shown
in the assembly sketches are also to be transferred to the other side of the component. There is a suitable
screw length to choose. Suggested are 3,5 x 45 mm wood screws. The components to be fastened should
be pre-drilled. Screw connections should be placed as in the sketches, so that a firm connection between
the components is created and the screws are completely in the wood. All wooden parts should be glued
before screwing. If possible, a light, weather-resistant wood should be used as material, like Pinus strobus.
The Figures below (Fig. 2 and 3) show the finished modules stacked together and ready for use.

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
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2.1 Bottom board (Pos. VII)
The size for the grid floor (Fig. 4, g) is shown on the next page in Figure 9 (g). The grid spacing should be
smaller than 5 mm. Use a stapler to fix the grid to the wood.

Fig. 4

g
c

Fig. 6

(2x)

a
a
b

d

b

c
d
Fig. 5
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(2x)

2.2 Entrance wedge (e) and Mite floor (f) (Pos. VIII, IX)

g

e

f
f

Fig. 8

Fig. 7

e
f

g

e
Fig. 9
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2.3 Brood chamber (Pos. VI)

i

h
(2x)
Fig. 10

j

h

i
(2x)

j
Fig. 11

(2x)
Fig. 13

Fig. 12
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2.4 Honey chamber (Pos. III)

Fig. 14

(2x)

k

(2x)

l
l

(2x)

m
m

Fig. 15

k

Fig. 16

Fig. 17
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2.5 Separating grid, inside and outside lid (Pos. I, II)
The outside lid (Fig. 18, n) is made of 1 mm sheet metal, but could also be made of 5 mm wood panels.
Figure 18 (o) shows the inside lid and could also made of insulation material. For the separating grid (Fig.
20) a certain grid spacing should be used to allow the workers to pass while the queen is prevented from
passing.

n
o
Fig. 18

p
Fig. 19

427
Fig. 19

51

q
Fig. 20
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9.

Appendix II

Hummingpy
Python sound fft 2 txt transformer on RPI3 for bee hives
Setup a hummingpy image

Platform
We decided to use Raspberry 3 SBC with Wolfson Audio Card.
Use the Raspian Jessie Lite image from: https://www.raspberrypi.org/downloads/raspbian/
Don't forget to enable ssh: https://www.raspberrypi.org/documentation/remote-access/ssh/
All configuration is done via ssh. Raspian standard UN/PW: pi/raspberry

Sound Drivers
Wolfson Audio Card
I did some kernel patching to get the Wolfson Card running on a raspbian, but today the drivers seem to
be included within the Kernel: http://www.horus.com/~hias/cirrus-driver.html
Run the right usecase script, to activate the hardware suitable for your case. Normally
./Record_from_Linein.sh .
Disable the built-in sound card: http://www.instructables.com/id/Disable-the-Built-in-Sound-Card-ofRaspberry-Pi/ .
Now we can talk to the Wolfson Card as 'default'.
Normal USB Sound Chips
Normal USB Sound Cards also work out of the box, but have less quality.

Clone project to RPI
Install git and pip and then clone repo to home dir. As user pi in $HOME:
sudo apt install git
git clone https://github.com/y0va/hummingpy.git

Setup
Hive Name
Hive name equals to hostname, which is set in /etc/hostname.
Network
If you want to use wlan edit install/interfaces accordingly to your local settings. TODO: Stabelize WLAN
especially over GSM
Config File
Main config file is install/config.py
It will be reloaded from the WEBDAV structure defined in it during every start.
Define WEBDAV-URL in config.py. See there for details.
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WEBDAV Structure
In the root of the WEBDAV Structure there has to be config.py and humming.py out of the install
directory.
In this directory each Hive has to have it's own directory named 'Hive Name'. See above. Each hive
directory has to have directories called logs and recordings
TODO: Create directory structure automagically on new system
Other settings
Recorded data is temporarily stored in /var/recordings
Log file is in /var/log/hummingpy.log
See config.py
Installation
run install script:
cd hummingpy
sudo bash install.sh
see install.sh for details.
Run
Type: sudo service humming restart
or similar to control service ' humming'.
FILE README.MD

# hummingpy
Python sound fft 2 txt transformer on RPI3 for bee hives
## Setup a hummingpy image
### Platform
We decided to use [Raspberry 3 SBC](https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-pi-3-model-b/)
with [Wolfson Audio Card](https://www.element14.com/community/community/raspberrypi/raspberry-pi-accessories/wolfson_pi).
Use the Raspian Jessie Lite image from: https://www.raspberrypi.org/downloads/raspbian/
Don't forget to enable ssh: https://www.raspberrypi.org/documentation/remote-access/ssh/
All configuration is done via ssh. Raspian standard UN/PW: pi/raspberry
### Sound Drivers
#### Wolfson Audio Card
I did some kernel patching to get the Wolfson Card running on a raspbian, but today the drivers seem to
be included within the Kernel: http://www.horus.com/~hias/cirrus-driver.html
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Run the right usecase script, to activate the hardware suitable for your case. Normally
`./Record_from_Linein.sh` .
Disable the built-in sound card: http://www.instructables.com/id/Disable-the-Built-in-Sound-Card-ofRaspberry-Pi/ .
Now we can talk to the Wolfson Card as 'default'.
#### Normal USB Sound Chips
Normal USB Sound Cards also work aout of the box, but have less quality.
### Clone project to RPI
Install git and pip and then clone repo to home dir.
As user pi in $HOME:
```bash
sudo apt install git
git clone https://github.com/y0va/hummingpy.git

```
### Setup
#### Hive Name
Hive name equals to hostname, which is set in `/etc/hostname`.
#### Network
If you want to use wlan edit install/interfaces accordingly to your local settings. *TODO: Stabelize WLAN
especially over GSM*
#### Config File
Main config file is `install/config.py`
It will be reloaded from the WEBDAV structure defined in it during every start.
Define WEBDAV-URL in config.py. See there for details.
##### WEBDAV Structure
In the root of the WEBDAV Structure there has to be config.py and humming.py out of the install
directory.
In this directory each Hive has to have it's own directory named 'Hive Name'. See above. Each hive
directory has to have directories called `logs` and `recordings`
*TODO: Create directory structure automagically on new system*
##### Other settings
Recorded data is temporarily stored in /var/recordings
Log file is in /var/log/hummingpy.log
See config.py
#### Installation
run install script:
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```bash
cd hummingpy
sudo bash install.sh

```
see install.sh for details.
#### Run
Type:
`sudo service humming restart`

or similar to control service ' humming'.

FILE README.TXT

These python Modules are needed:
alsaaudio
numpy
requests
scipy
so a
apt-get install python-alsaaudio python-numpy python-requests python-scipy python-matplotlib
would be fine with debian
we need a dir called /var/recordings:
home will be /root/hummingpy:

mkdir /var/recordings
mkdir /root/hummingpy
cp ./install/humming.service /etc/systemd/system/
cp ./install/hummkill.sh /usr/sbin/
cp ./install/hummon.py /usr/sbin
cp ./install/interfaces /etc/network/
cp ./install/config.py /root/hummingpy/
cp ./install/humming.py /root/hummingpy/
chmod u+x /root/hummingpy/humming.py
chmod u+x /usr/sbin/hummkill.sh
chmod u+x /usr/sbin/hummon.py
# reload systemd init system
systemctl daemon-reload
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hive name should be in /etc/hostname and has to be in /root/hummingpy/config.py
hive name also has to be the same as in webdav structure
Recorded data is temporarily stored in /var/recordings
Log file is in /var/log/hummingpy.log

FILE HUMMON.PY
#!/usr/bin/python
import sys
import os
import datetime
import subprocess
import requests
import hashlib
import logging
sys.path.append('/root/hummingpy/')
import config as c
# create logger
logger = logging.getLogger('HUMMON')
logger.setLevel(logging.DEBUG)
# create file handler which logs even debug messages
fh = logging.FileHandler(c.LOGFILE)
fh.setLevel(logging.DEBUG)
formatter = logging.Formatter('%(asctime)s %(message)s')
fh.setFormatter(formatter)
# add the handlers to the logger
logger.addHandler(fh)
requestsstatus=True
def get_new_file(filename="") :
try:
r = requests.get(c.URL + filename,auth=c.AUTH, verify=False, timeout=c.REQUESTSTIMEOUT)
except requests.exceptions.RequestException as e:
logger.debug("while trying to download file " + filename + ": " + str(e))
return False
newhash = hashlib.md5(r.text).hexdigest()
with open (c.HOME + filename,'r') as f:
oldtext=f.read()
oldhash = hashlib.md5(oldtext).hexdigest()
if oldhash != newhash :
logger.info("there seems to be a new version of " + filename +". Lets download it!")
with open (c.HOME + filename,'w') as f:
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f.write(r.text)
return True
#if c.KILL_WIFI :
if (os.system('rfkill unblock wifi')!=0) :
logger.error("could not unblock wifi")
#if (os.system('ifdown ' + c.IFACE +' && ifup ' + c.IFACE)!=0) :
#
logger.error("could not establish connection")
#if (os.system('ntpdate ntps1.gwdg.de')!=0) :
#
logger.error('could not connect to time server')
logger.debug('established connection')
right_now=datetime.datetime.now().strftime("%Y%m%d%H%M")
# upload logfile
fh.close()
filename="humming"+ c.HIVE + right_now + ".log"
try:
r = requests.put(c.URL +c.HIVE +'/log/'+ filename, data = open (c.LOGFILE), auth=c.AUTH, verify=False,
timeout=c.REQUESTSTIMEOUT)
except requests.exceptions.RequestException as e:
logger.error("while trying to upload logfile: " + str(e))
requestsstatus=False
if requestsstatus and c.REMOVE_FILES:
#
print ("removed logfile")
os.remove(c.LOGFILE)
# reopen logging file
logger.addHandler(fh)
# checking for new version of humming.py and config file
get_new_file('humming.py')
get_new_file('config.py')
#switch off wifi again
#if c.KILL_WIFI :
#if (os.system('ifdown ' + c.IFACE + ' && rfkill block wifi') != 0) :
#
logging.error("could not block wifi")

logger.info("system starting @ " + right_now)
fh.close()
pid = subprocess.Popen([c.HOME + 'humming.py']).pid
with open(c.HOME + 'humming.pid','w') as f:
f.write(str(pid))
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FILE HUMMING.PY
#!/usr/bin/python
import datetime
import alsaaudio
import signal
import sys
import requests
import os
import logging
import numpy as np
import matplotlib

from shutil import make_archive
from glob import glob
from time import sleep
from threading import Thread
from scipy.signal import welch
import config as c
# create logger
logger = logging.getLogger('humming')
if c.DEBUG : logger.setLevel(logging.DEBUG)
else : logger.setLevel(logging.INFO)
# create file handler which logs even debug messages
fh = logging.FileHandler(c.LOGFILE)
formatter = logging.Formatter('%(asctime)s %(message)s')
if c.DEBUG :
logger.setLevel(logging.DEBUG)
fh.setLevel(logging.DEBUG)
else :
logger.setLevel(logging.INFO)
fh.setLevel(logging.INFO)
fh.setFormatter(formatter)
# add the handlers to the logger
logger.addHandler(fh)

if c.DISPLAY :
matplotlib.use('Agg')
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
plt.style.use('grayscale')
def stop_all(a,b) :
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logger.info ( "ciao, perhaps we have to wait for the fft to terminate...")
quit()
signal.signal(signal.SIGINT, stop_all)
# this returns the seconds and microseconds till the next full x minutes
def time_to_wait():
now = datetime.datetime.now()
next_minute=now + datetime.timedelta( minutes = c.LENGTH_PCM- (now.minute % c.LENGTH_PCM) )
future = next_minute.replace (second=0, microsecond=0)
return future
def record(minutes = 0.1):
inp = alsaaudio.PCM(alsaaudio.PCM_CAPTURE, alsaaudio.PCM_NORMAL, c.DEVICE_NAME)
#set attributes: Mono
inp.setchannels(1)
inp.setrate(c.SAMPLERATE)
inp.setformat(alsaaudio.PCM_FORMAT_U8)
inp.setperiodsize(c.PERIOD_SIZE)
frames = (minutes * 60 *8000)
logger.debug ("Planning to record " + str(minutes) +" minutes and " + str(frames) + " samples audio")
chunk = ""
if c.GAUGE : stopping_time= datetime.datetime.now() + datetime.timedelta(minutes=c.LENGTH_PCM)
else : stopping_time=time_to_wait()
while datetime.datetime.now() < stopping_time:
# Read data from device
l, data = inp.read()
chunk += data
return chunk
def start_network() :
if c.KILL_WIFI :
os.system('rfkill unblock wifi')
os.system('ifdown ' + c.IFACE +' && ifup ' + c.IFACE)
os.system('ping -c 1 google.de')
def stop_network() :
if c.KILL_WIFI :
os.system('rfkill block wifi')
def upload(filename="", files="") :
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logger.debug("created zipfile: " + filename)
furl = c.URL +c.HIVE+ '/recordings/' + filename.rsplit('/',1)[-1]
start_network()
try:
r=requests.head(furl,auth=c.AUTH, verify=False, timeout=c.REQUESTSTIMEOUT)
except requests.exceptions.RequestException as e:
logger.debug("while trying to get head of " + furl + " : " + str(e))
stop_network()
os.remove(filename)
return False
if not r.status_code == requests.codes.ok : ## FILE DOES NOT EXIST
map (os.remove,files)
try:
r = requests.put(furl, data= open (filename), auth=c.AUTH, verify=False, timeout=c.REQUESTSTIMEOUT)
except requests.exceptions.RequestException as e:
logger.debug("while trying to upload file: " + furl + " : " + str(e))
stop_network()
os.remove(filename)
return False
stop_network()
logger.debug( "file " + filename + " uploaded")
if (r.status_code == 201) and c.REMOVE_FILES:
os.remove(filename)
logger.debug( "and deleted locally")
return True
else :
logger.debug("while uploading something went wrong, requests status code: " + str(r.status_code))
return False
else :
stop_network()
logger.debug("file "+filename+ " already uploaded")
if c.REMOVE_FILES :
os.remove(filename)
logger.debug("now deleted")
return True
# defines filename and thereby the update interval
def get_file_name(time_string="") :
switcher = {
'm' : time_string,
'h' : time_string[:-2],
'd' : time_string[:-4]
}
return switcher.get(c.U_INTERVAL,"wrong_u_interval")
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def save_temp(filename) :
with open(c.TFILE,'r') as f:
temp=f.readline()
with open(filename + '_temperature.txt','a') as f:
f.write(datetime.datetime.now().strftime("%Y%m%d%H%M") + ': ' + str(int(temp)/1000.) + '\n')
def display(hums, filename) :
fig = plt.figure()
axes = fig.add_subplot(1,1,1)
axes.plot(hums)
fig.set_size_inches(8, 6)
fig.savefig(filename[:-3]+'png', dpi=100, bbox_inches='tight')
def spec_print (samples="",time_string="") :
a=np.fromstring(samples,np.dtype('<i1'))
#normalize sample data around [-1,1), so data looks like a signal
logger.debug("Analysing "+str(len(a))+ " samples of timeblock " + time_string)
b=[(ele/2**8.)*2-1 for ele in a]
if c.SAMPLERATE/c.DOWNSAMPLERATE < 256 : nperseg = c.SAMPLERATE/c.DOWNSAMPLERATE
else : nperseg = 256
#estimate power spectrum density
f, fft = welch(b, nperseg = nperseg, nfft=c.SAMPLERATE/c.DOWNSAMPLERATE, axis=0)
# write it to a file
if c.GAUGE :
c.OUTPUT_ROWS = False
filename = c.HOME + 'humming.gauge'
else :
filename = c.OUTPUT_FOLDER + c.HIVE + get_file_name(time_string)
if c.OUTPUT_ROWS : filename += '.csv'
else : filename += '.hum'
if c.FILTER and not c.GAUGE:
with open(c.HOME + 'humming.gauge', 'r') as filterfile :
filterhums = filterfile.readlines()
if os.path.exists(filename) :
if c.GAUGE :
hupdate = False
else :
if not c.OUTPUT_ROWS :
with open (filename, 'a+') as humfile :
hums = humfile.readlines()
hupdate = True
else :
# we start from the beginning or from new U_INTERVAL
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hupdate = False
files_to_upload = glob(c.OUTPUT_FOLDER+'/*')
if not len(files_to_upload) == 0 :
# for compatibility with windoze use zip
zip_file=make_archive('/tmp/' + c.HIVE + get_file_name(time_string), 'zip',c.OUTPUT_FOLDER)
# Start upload in an own thread, so that no data is lost, if something goes wrong
th = Thread(target=upload, args = (zip_file,files_to_upload))
th.daemon = False
th.start()
else : logger.debug("no files to upload")
if c.DISPLAY: display(fft, filename)
outstring=""
if not c.OUTPUT_ROWS :
if hupdate : outstring += hums[0][:-1] + '\t'
outstring += time_string + '\n'
else :
outstring += time_string + ';'
loudest=1
for frequency in range(1,c.VALUES+1) :
if c.FILTER and not c.GAUGE :
if len(filterhums) != c.VALUES + 1 :
logger.error("need to gauge when filtering!")
exit()
fft[frequency]-= float(filterhums[frequency])
if fft[frequency] < 0 : fft[frequency] = 0
if c.DEBUG :
if abs(fft[loudest]) < abs(fft[frequency]) : loudest=frequency
if not c.OUTPUT_ROWS :
if hupdate : outstring += hums[frequency][:-1] + '\t'
outstring += "%12.10f" % abs(fft[frequency]) + '\n'
else :
outstring += "%12.10f" % abs(fft[frequency]) + ';'
if c.OUTPUT_ROWS :
outstring += '\n'
with open (filename, 'a+') as humfile :
humfile.write(outstring)
else :
with open (filename, 'w+') as humfile :
humfile.write(outstring)
if c.TEMP : save_temp(filename[:-4])
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logger.debug ("primitive analysis, in timeblock " + time_string + " the most powerful frequency is in Block: " +
str(loudest*c.DOWNSAMPLERATE - c.DOWNSAMPLERATE) + '-' + str(loudest*c.DOWNSAMPLERATE))
# this starts the recording thread
def start_recording(time_to_record=0.1):
global t
starting_time = datetime.datetime.now()
time_string = starting_time.strftime("%Y%m%d%H%M")
logger.debug("Start recording @ " + time_string)
data = record (minutes = time_to_record)
#all calculation go into an seperate thread
logger.debug ("start calculating chunk " + time_string)
t = Thread(target=spec_print, args = (data,time_string))
t.daemon = False
t.start()
# sets the timer for controlling record in an own thread
def main():
# global t
# t = Thread
if c.GAUGE :
data = record (c.LENGTH_PCM)
spec_print(data, 'gauge')
exit()
timetowait = time_to_wait()
ssleep=timetowait - datetime.datetime.now()
if c.DEBUG :
logger.debug("We have to wait " + str (ssleep) + " for the next complete " + str(c.LENGTH_PCM) +" minutes, be patient..." )
sleep(ssleep.seconds + ssleep.microseconds/1000000.)
#here we go (and go and go and...)
while True:
start_recording(c.LENGTH_PCM)
if __name__ == "__main__":
main()

FILE CONFIG.PY
from platform import node
# CONSTANTS
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#name of hive
HIVE=node()
#Length of the PCM to be recorded in minutes
LENGTH_PCM=1
#Downsamplerate in Hertz
DOWNSAMPLERATE=1
#How many values do we want to have? max=SAMPLERATE/(DOWNSAMPLERATE*2)
VALUES=500
#Samplingrate
SAMPLERATE=8000
#upload interval: 'm' each minute, 'h' hourly, 'd' daily
# if U_INTERVAL < LENGTH_PCM -> U_INTERVAL=LENGTH_PCM
U_INTERVAL='m'
# Print output in rows (better for machine) or in columns (better human readable)
OUTPUT_ROWS=False
#Display something somewhere?
DISPLAY=True
#switch off wifi after each upload
KILL_WIFI=False
#which wifi interface to use
IFACE='wlan0'
# URL for DATA, and Skript files, needs subdir 'HIVE' with subdirs "recordings" and "log"
# In 'HIVE' should be config.py and humming.py
URL= ‘Webserveradresse’
# Username and Password for Uploading URL
AUTH=('Benutzer','Passwort')
# Remove files after upload?
REMOVE_FILES=True
# DEBUG?
DEBUG=True
#FILTER out noise?
FILTER=False
#GAUGE needs to be set once before each use. Should be command line option
GAUGE=False
# save temperature?
TEMP=True
# File to look for Temp
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#RPI:
TFILE = '/sys/class/thermal/thermal_zone0/temp'
#BPI:
#TFILE = '/sys/devices/platform/a20-tp-hwmon/temp1_input'

#logfile to use
LOGFILE = '/var/log/humming.log'
#output folder, please fully qualified
OUTPUT_FOLDER="/var/recordings/"
#Audio device to use for microphone
#for naming see: http://www.alsa-project.org/main/index.php/DeviceNames
DEVICE_NAME="default"
#DEVICE_NAME="plug:front:1"
#Homedir, where all the base is
#has to be the same as in /usr/sbin/hummon.py
HOME='/root/hummingpy/'
#period size for recording !!doesnt work on bananapi
PERIOD_SIZE=934
# Timeout for internet requests api
REQUESTSTIMEOUT=300
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